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Typical light conditions for this time of year prevailed for the Twilight Race on the first day of 

Autumn 1 March 2018.  Two laps of the bay were raced, into Hospital Bay and out to the mid-river 

buoy and back to the start line near the Huon Yacht Club starter’s box off Shipwright’s Point.  Wind 

direction was from the west and strengthened occasionally to give the yachts a good run, and all 

yachts continued around the course without being becalmed. 

Peter Lentz’s Farr 5000 Little Red Boat 

(LRB) started first with Gem and led the 

race from start to finish and was first to 

cross the line for the second time out of 

her last three races.  Whenever the 

other yachts started to get within reach 

she opened the lead back up again.  Mick 

Bartlett’s Another Girl, Another Planet 

(AGAP... couldn’t he have chosen a 

shorter name?) sailed a steady race, 

passed the rest of the fleet and finished 

five minutes behind LRB.  The official 

winner was AGAP on account of new 

boats being required to compete for three races before they count in the official placings.  This 

enables a suitable handicap to be established for LRB by the cruel and heartless handicapper. 

Wil Meure’s Gem tried hard to catch up with LRB on ground lost at the start, but every time the gap 

shortened, the breeze dropped and LRB crept away again.  There was not much more that Gem 

could do about the situation. 

Jeff Sharp’s French Connection and Gem battled it out for second place with French Connection 

gaining the upper hand toward the end of the last leg and finishing 25 seconds ahead of Gem which 

crossed the line in third place.  

In the early part of the race French Connection, AGAP and John Townsend’s Sabre raced together in 

a pack for a good part of the race, adding to the excitement of the night.  After putting up a good 

fight Sabre eventually finished last over the line, only 7.5 minutes behind the official handicap 

winner. 

On Saturday afternoon, a fleet of four boats lined up in virtually no wind, for the last Saturday race 

of the season comprising of two laps to Killala Bay and return. 

As the starting horn blew the wind gods turned on the breeze and the outgoing tide and the wind 

resulted in choppy conditions that suited the largest boat in the fleet French Connection but made 

things difficult for LRB which, at just under 17 feet, was the smallest yacht in the fleet.  

David Ray sailing his Masrm 750 One for the Road (OFTR) in his second race with the club, and 

assisted by his dog Murray, initially kept pace with French Connection but as the chop down river 

increased slowly dropped back followed by LRB and Gem. 
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French Connection rounded the turning mark first, hoisted her spinnaker and was able to carry it 

back to the start line. On the second lap she had a dream run down river, making it to Killala Bay on 

one tack and returning under spinnaker to take line honours and first place on handicap. 

OFTR maintained second place on the course for the duration of the race followed by LRB flying her 

spinnaker on the first lap and Gem flying her spinnaker on the second lap, but this was interrupted 

as the wind dropped , storm clouds threatened from the west and the sound of thunder echoed in 

the hills. LRB followed by Gem crossed the line in the midst of a downpour and a dying breeze that 

caused their sails to droop as the heavy rain soaked the skippers and crew in the final minutes of the 

race.  


